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*The sound track for the Russian version was recorded at the studio CHASER (Chaos Entertainment
Studios), www.chaser.ru ( The track feature the Russian voice actors of the game. *All the tracks are
in Russian version. *This work has never been made available before for public use. *The people
from 6ound Audio have released a full English version of the game already ( so you can choose to
play this one. *In my opinion, it's the best-sounding (I think) version of the soundtrack of the game,
since there are more tracks and therefore the music volume can be set closer to the maximum.
Thanks for download. *Special thanks to our partners at 6ound Audio: - Gunsmith Hype Studios
Gameplay Trailer: - Gunsmith Hype Studios (c) Copyright 2012 - 2013, 5 links management. All rights
reserved. MP3 (WINDOWS) FLAC (MAC) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I do
not own the song "The Super Hero Scene" Music used are from the game Super Trashforce. Supports
are from www.tutankham.com (The official soundtrack of the game) "The Super Hero Scene" is
performed by Heavy Metal band: Vader. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I
don't own the game, nor this song. I do not profit from this.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Thank you! LISTEN: PLAY:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Hi. It's just a quick work for a Russia
soundtrack. So I hope you'll like it. All the sounds and the music was done by Vasia Zarya, but the
voice acting was done by
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Features Key:
Emergent gameplay in a role-playing game
A story set in the fantastic world of Erfworld
Be the hero you've always wanted to be in this universe
A massive beautiful update to the base game

The new DLC is for sale at $9.99 and in the game client this will give everyone who owns the base game a
key to access the brand new modules.

All deals linked to this game and its DLC are 45% off the prices listed above, as per usual.
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Dash Killer - Blood Red DLC Game Key 

Features:

Beg for your life from zombies and finishers.
Four new and brutal bosses to be slain.
28 new combos to try out.
New shortcuts to help trigger combos.
A quicker edge sensitivity.
A new Dark Zero mode.
New modes, “Rampage,” “King of the Hill,” and “Perfect Zeros.”

This game key is for the following game:
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